U.S.S. SELEYA – Stardate 9909.19

Host Cheryl says:
Summary:  Seleya has arrived at Galardin 3, and the AT has shuttled through atmospheric storms to the planet's surface to investigate the current situation with the Icier shuttle project.

They have found the test team's shelter with minimal power, and the only survivor, team leader Michael Effanbee, barely alive.  Effanbee has been transported to Sickbay, leaving the AT on the planet's surface.

The prototype shuttle, Icier, has not been located on the surface.

Some traces of another ship having been in the vicinity has been detected, thought the ship is not there now.  Traces indicate the vessel used some sort of Romulan technology.

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Icier Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Seleya Icier Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Furnael says:
::on bridge at TAC::

AOPS_Ref says:
::is at console ready::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Bolitho sitting in his office in ME spins on his new chair testing the bearings out::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::at aft science post::

CO_Pang says:
::leaving Ready Room on her way to sickbay:: *XO*  I trust Dr. Viper will be recovered from the AT ..... his skills are needed

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CSO* did you receive my message?

EO_Zaidi says:
@::on Exton, monitoring batteries::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::moves over to the access port, opens it up and slides in::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*CSO* no sir

CO_Pang says:
::enters TL, nodding at a security crewman::

XO_Masters says:
*CO* Aye sir..... AOPS: Arrange for the CMO to be transported back to the Seleya

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: Sir, battery power is now fully charged at 100%.

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: aye

XO_Masters says:
AOPS: Send out a pick up shuttle if required

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CSO* I sent  a message to you, asking you to run a full spectro-analysis on the warp signature of that freighter that was here, that and I want if possible a heading of where it went?

AOPS_Ref says:
*transporter room* get ready to transport.

FCO_Mallory says:
@Zaidi: okay, I'm checking fuel level manually..  I think the automated system may be shot

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: Aye

TO_Vidas says:
CTO: Reporting for duty sir

FCO_Mallory says:
@CMO: Matt - you ready for transport?

CTO_Furnael says:
::analyses scans to see if I can tell which heading the mystery ship left on::

CSO_Hazzem says:
*CEO* aye aye sir, starting analysis

AOPS_Ref says:
<transporter chief> *AOPS* ready sir

FCO_Mallory says:
<CMO>@Yeah, energise at will

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CSO* report your finding to the XO or the Captain

CTO_Furnael says:
TO: Good Ensign You can handle this, see if you can tell which heading the mystery ship took when it left here

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: would it be wise to send out a shuttle in these conditions?

CSO_Hazzem says:
*CEO* aye sir

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO: Ensign, signal the Seleya to beam when ready

AOPS_Ref says:
*transporter room* energise.

TO_Vidas says:
CTO: Aye sir ::begins analysis of scans::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: sir, I found some distinct traces of the freighter, I can track where it went

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: They're already transporting, sir.

AOPS_Ref says:
<transporter chief> *AOPS* energising

CO_Pang says:
<CMO>::shimmers into existence in sickbay .... thinks - that was quick - and it is much warmer in here::

XO_Masters says:
AOPS: If you can't get a good enough lock, take us back into the clouds to get him and then out again, liaise with Mr Mallory

TO_Vidas says:
CTO: Confirmed CSO findings, we can track them sir

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: we have him sir

XO_Masters says:
AOPS: Good

CTO_Furnael says:
TO: Very good, which way did they head?

CO_Pang says:
::arrives at sickbay to see Dr. Viper looking surprised .... and stripping off his arctic clothing::

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO: have we a large enough window to beam Marti up?? I think he has hypothermia  or something

TO_Vidas says:
CTO: Passing data to helm now ::transmits data to comm::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Pulls out tricorder and starts scanning the slush pods::

AOPS_Ref says:
::checks sensors::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::runs a diagnostic scan on the beating the thrusters took when the Seleya went down into the atmospheric storm::

EO_Zaidi says:
@::taps console:: FCO: Yes, we do, sir.  You can transport when ready.

CO_Pang says:
CMO: Welcome back Dr. .... I need to talk to Cmdr. Effanbee .... once you have had time to check on his condition

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO: signal them to beam him straight to sickbay

CO_Pang says:
<CMO>: Dr. Grey should be monitoring ....::looks around::  Grey: How is he?

EO_Zaidi says:
@COM: Seleya: Please transport Cmdr. Jean directly to Sick Bay.

CTO_Furnael says:
TO: Are the security checkpoints up around the ship?

CO_Pang says:
<Grey>: CMO: I have him stabilised Sir ...

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: Zaidi: understood. standby

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO: and tell them to hurry   the window wont be open for long

TO_Vidas says:
::Checks readings:: CTO:  Aye sir, checkpoints in place

CTO_Furnael says:
CSO: How close of a fix can you get on the heading of the ship?

AOPS_Ref says:
*transporter room* transport Commander Jean directly to sickbay.

CTO_Furnael says:
TO: Very good

CEO_Bolitho says:
<Grey> CO: I'm sorry Captain but Commander Effanbee is still unconscious

EO_Zaidi says:
@COM: Seleya: Please make it quick.

CO_Pang says:
Grey:  Any chance of bringing him around?  Or is that dangerous to him?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: checking

AOPS_Ref says:
*AOPS* energising.

EO_Zaidi says:
@::looks at Mallory:: FCO: Guess it's just you and me now.

CO_Pang says:
CMO: Matt .... did you learn anything from the cadavers .... cause of death?

CEO_Bolitho says:
<Grey> CO: Captain he suffered terribly from Hypothermia, I would prefer if he recovered in his own time!

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO: right, fuel levels are higher than we thought   we should be able to leave when we want..  Now lets go investigate   ::slides out of access area::   you all suited up?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: I can pinpoint the trails closely

CO_Pang says:
<CMO> CO: Captain .... the bodies are preserved .... no instant diagnosis was possible due to the cold ....::marches over to Effanbee and starts scanning::

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO:: Aye sir. ::puts on protective goggles::

CTO_Furnael says:
CSO: Good please report it to the captain personally, I don't want to risk the intra-ship communication being picked up.

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: we have Commander Jean in sickbay. *sickbay* how is commander Jean?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: on my way

CTO_Furnael says:
CSO: Thank you

CTO_Furnael says:
TO: Good work Ensign

CO_Pang says:
*XO* Please relay to the AT the importance of returning the bodies of the deceased project members to Seleya .... into a stasis field in Cargo Bay 2 .... Ops can set it up

FCO_Mallory says:
@::affixes panel back to the wall::  EO: right then, grab a scanner and lets go....

TO_Vidas says:
CTO: Thank you sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
*Computer* locate Captain Pang

CEO_Bolitho says:
<Sickbay> *AOPS* Cmdr. Jean is currently being diagnosed, preliminary scans indicate he will be fine with some rest

CO_Pang says:
<Computer> Captain Pang is in sickbay

EO_Zaidi says:
@::takes tricorder and walks out shuttle door::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::heads to sickbay::

AOPS_Ref says:
*sickbay* is Effanbee ready to be awakened for questioning?

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Atmospheric storms on planet lessen considerably

FCO_Mallory says:
@::joins the EO and starts trudging towards the shelter::

AOPS_Ref says:
XO: maintaining lock on AT

EO_Zaidi says:
@::shivers:: FCO: Man, it's cold out here.

CO_Pang says:
::realises she has to leave the medics to deal with things:: *XO* No chance of talking to Effanbee .... I am on my way back to the bridge

CSO_Hazzem says:
::enters sickbay::

CTO_Furnael says:
TO: Maintain a secondary lock on the AT.

CO_Pang says:
::leaves sickbay::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: Captain

CTO_Furnael says:
TO: I don't want to risk losing the only lock we have on them

XO_Masters says:
::feeling dizzy::

TO_Vidas says:
CTO: Confirmed sir lock in place ::double checks instruments::

CO_Pang says:
::brushes past the CSO as she leaves sickbay on her way to the TL - enters the TL:: TL Bridge!

CTO_Furnael says:
XO: Are you all right sir?!?

CEO_Bolitho says:
<Sickbay>*AOPS* Negative Cmdr. Effanbee is in a serious but stable condition

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO:  I love it, but that’s just me....

CSO_Hazzem says:
::follows CO::

AOPS_Ref says:
*sickbay* understood.

XO_Masters says:
*CO* Sir permission to go to sickbay

CTO_Furnael says:
TO: Thank you

FCO_Mallory says:
@::arrives at the shelter::  EO: you okay?

CO_Pang says:
::arrives on the bridge .... notices the XO pale and trembling:: XO: Commander you are relieved .... sickbay and quickly please

CO_Pang says:
*CEO* I need you on the bridge Mr. Bolitho

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: Sure, I'm okay.

XO_Masters says:
CO: Thank you sir ::heads to sickbay::

CO_Pang says:
All on bridge: Status report please!

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* aye Captain ::heads for the TL::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: captain, I found traces from the freighter’s warpcore, they seem to be heading to the Bolnan system

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: I am maintaining a lock on the AT.

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: We should try to download the team's logs.

CEO_Bolitho says:
TL: Bridge

CO_Pang says:
CSO: Can you track them?

CO_Pang says:
AOPS: Ensign ... how are the Away Team?

CTO_Furnael says:
CO: We also are maintaining a secondary lock on them just in case

XO_Masters says:
::stumbles into sickbay and passes out on the floor::

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO: good idea, you try to access them..  try that console there ::points::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::arrives on the bridge and walks down into the command arc::

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: checking...standby

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: Captain you wanted to see me?

CO_Pang says:
<CMO>Grey/Sek: Another one! Sort him out please

EO_Zaidi says:
@::walks over to console and hooks up battery pack::

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO: I'm going to try and seal these doors so we can work unimpeded

AOPS_Ref says:
COM :*away team* this is the Seleya, what is your status?

EO_Zaidi says:
@::nods at FCO::

CO_Pang says:
CEO: Yes Richard ... the XO has passed out .... I need you to keep tabs on finding that freighter .... I will keep the AT in view

EO_Zaidi says:
@::watches console hum to life::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: the computer could estimate their present location, I would advise that we head to the Bolnan system and look for them

FCO_Mallory says:
@::walks over to door control, wipes away frost::

CO_Pang says:
CSO:  Please report any and all findings regarding the freighter to Commander Bolitho ...

EO_Zaidi says:
@Self: Well, that was easy...

FCO_Mallory says:
@::opens up control panel and peers inside:: EO: The door here is locked up   try to close it from there

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: *AT* this is the Seleya, please respond.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: yes sir

CO_Pang says:
<sickbay staff>::about to have a nervous breakdown::

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: Sir, I've got the console working.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::nods at the Captain:: CO: I'll take care of it Ma'am

XO_Masters says:
::opens eyes and stands up::

CO_Pang says:
::sits in command chair wondering what else is likely to go wrong ... but nods and smiles at the bridge team regardless::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::checking databases on Bolnan::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::walks over to the CSO:: CSO: any findings?

CTO_Furnael says:
TO: I want you to assist the CSO, ok?

CO_Pang says:
AOPS: Patch me through to Lt. Mallory .... I need a report sharpish!

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: checking sir

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO: right   lets see what we got....

TO_Vidas says:
CTO: Yes sir ::Walks to science station

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: *AT* this is the Seleya, what is your status?

EO_Zaidi says:
@COM: Seleya: We're here.

XO_Masters says:
::walks to the wall, presses a button and takes a phaser rifle out of a cupboard type thing::

CO_Pang says:
@::hears the comms signal:: AOPS: Ok I have it

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: *AT* what’s going on down there?

EO_Zaidi says:
@COM: Seleya: We're in the shelter trying to access the logs of the team.

TO_Vidas says:
CSO: What can I do to assist sir?

EO_Zaidi says:
@::taps console:: FCO: It looks like the logs are encrypted.  They require an access code.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::nods at the TO::

AOPS_Ref says:
COM:*AT* understood Seleya out.

CO_Pang says:
COMM AT: Mallory:  Any evidence of sabotage?  or the shuttle Icier?

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO: right..  ::activated the adjacent console::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: I have found something about Bolnan

TO_Vidas says:
::Smiles at being noticed::

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: What do you think the password could be?

FCO_Mallory says:
@COM Seleya: Pang: I'm trying to slice the encryption now   seems to be a modified standard 200 bit system  shouldn’t be too hard to crack   give me a few minutes

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: In the first place why are you going to tell me about the Bolnan system?

EO_Zaidi says:
@::tries "Effanbee" and "Galardin" for access code::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: Bolnan is a settled area, also a part of Federation space but not so important, shady characters live there

EO_Zaidi says:
@::tries "Icier"::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::transfers a slicer program from the Seleya to this console::

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: Sir, I'm in.

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: this freighter could've stolen the prototype

CTO_Furnael says:
CSO: Have they had any past trouble with the Romulans?

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO: So am I - Icier

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Icier doesn't work as a password

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO:  damn, it’s a dummy pass....

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO: trying again

CO_Pang says:
COMM AT: Mr. Mallory .... I need to know if the Icier is on planet .... we will scan from here now atmospherics are clearing up

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: and the freighter left for the Bolnan system, ok I'm following you now!

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: the Bolnans are a race of thieves and etc.  ... they could've stolen Romulan technology

CO_Pang says:
AOPS:  Deep scan the planet for traces of the experimental shuttle Icier

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: They sure covered it up well.

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: aye ::initiates scans

FCO_Mallory says:
@COMM Seleya: Pang: I don’t think it would be the way Effanbee talked

CO_Pang says:
COMM FCO: He remains unconscious .... did he say anything else to you?

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Accesses a low level account and finally seals the doors::

CTO_Furnael says:
CSO: That could explain the Romulan signature in that trace, but we should go on the assumption that there is a Romulan faction working from that planet

CEO_Bolitho says:
TO: I think you need to be involved here, especially as we may be dealing with criminals?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: I agree

TO_Vidas says:
CEO: Yes sir, I'll begin putting together a tactical plan to counter any possible threats

FCO_Mallory says:
@COM Seleya: Pang:  nothing apart from what you already know..  wait a minute... ::tries technology as password::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: in the meantime, I think we should go to yellow alert

OPS_Jean says:
*AOPS*: situation report on the AT ?

AOPS_Ref says:
::maintains lock on AT::

CTO_Furnael says:
CSO: So we move on the assumption that we are dealing with Romulans here, right?

XO_Masters says:
::swings around with phaser set to maximum and fires on Effanbee, sets it to stun and stuns everyone else in SB::

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  In Sickbay, Effanbee stirs, mutters incoherently..

CO_Pang says:
COMM FCO:  Any luck in breaking in ... you might try his first name - William - or his wife's name Athena

CEO_Bolitho says:
TO: good thinking! ::nods appreciatively::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CTO: yes

EO_Zaidi says:
@::tries "KobayashiMaru", "steak", and "OnionFields"::

TO_Vidas says:
::Downloads tactical data on Bolnian system::

CTO_Furnael says:
CSO: I don't want to suggest yellow alert until we have more solid proof

XO_Masters says:
Computer: Seal off sickbay, code Masters Alpha 6

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: they are still trying to access the logs sir

Host Effanbee says:
ACTION:  Effanbee dies from the blast, remaining personnel in Sickbay suffer effects of stun

CSO_Hazzem says:
CE: sir I’m reading a phaser blast in sickbay

CTO_Furnael says:
::board lights up like XMAS tree:: All: What was that!!

OPS_Jean says:
*AOPS* : transport me at the co-ordinates of the AT

CO_Pang says:
CTO:  Phaser blast in sickbay ... get down there!

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: What??

CTO_Furnael says:
SECURITY: Emergency!!! Report to sickbay!!

CTO_Furnael says:
TO: Let's go!

CEO_Bolitho says:
TO: take a security team and report there immediately

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: type 3 phaser rifle

AOPS_Ref says:
*OPS* aye. energising. ::energises::

CTO_Furnael says:
::Heads for sickbay::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::finally after a long wait, gains access to the admin. system::  EO: I'm in - `Technology'

OPS_Jean says:
:: Materialises on the surface ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: request to go to sickbay and help security

CO_Pang says:
AOPS:  Erect an emergency field around sickbay .... and prevent computer access from within

CTO_Furnael says:
TL: Sickbay!!

TO_Vidas says:
::rushed to turbolift::

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: *OPS* report

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: negative find me that freighter I want to know the type and class of it

XO_Masters says:
Computer: Run program Masters 92..... ::dematerialises::

CTO_Furnael says:
::Draws phaser and tries to enter sickbay::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: yes sir

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: aye ::erects a force field and blocks out all computer control

OPS_Jean says:
COM : AOPS : will keep you up to date on the situation

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: sir, Commander Masters is apparently not onboard the Seleya

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: I'll start downloading the logs.

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: *OPS* understood. Seleya out.

TO_Vidas says:
*Security team two* Get to sickbay on the double

CO_Pang says:
AOPS:  Prevent any transports offship

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: track him via his comm badge

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : situation report

FCO_Mallory says:
@EO: I'll read Effanbee's last one...

CTO_Furnael says:
Computer: Open door, security override!!

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: he has just left sir

TO_Vidas says:
::Follows CTO into sickbay scans with tricorder::

FCO_Mallory says:
@Hey Marti, I just got access to the system, the EO is downloading all the logs and I'm accessing Effanbee’s last one..  watch  ::pushes a button and makes the log appear on  the main viewer::

EO_Zaidi says:
@::reads logs::

CO_Pang says:
::wants to bang head on console ... refrains:: CSO: Track that transporter trace ....

CTO_Furnael says:
<COMPUTER> Unable to comply

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: run a full tachyon sweep for cloaked ships?

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : begin the transfer to the main database of the Seleya

CTO_Furnael says:
*CO* Sir someone has locked off sickbay the computer won't let us in

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: Captain I recommend we go to yellow alert!

EO_Zaidi says:
@::eyes grow wide with amazement::

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: Sir... look at this.

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : is it possible to fly this thing

CO_Pang says:
Red Alert!

AOPS_Ref says:
::raises shields to prevent further transports

CO_Pang says:
AOPS: Notify the AT that we cannot beam them back at short notice

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: aye

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : any signs of the shuttle ?

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: It says the shelter was sabotaged by one of the team members, and the shuttle was stolen.

FCO_Mallory says:
@::reads the scrolling text::  A Lt. Morgan stole the Icier and left the crew here to die.....  cold

CTO_Furnael says:
*CO* Sir do you read me?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::moves to science station 2 and runs a tachyon sweep looking for cloaked ships::

CO_Pang says:
*CTO* I have transmitted override codes to you ..... you should be able to access sickbay now

AOPS_Ref says:
COM:*AT* we are experiencing difficulties and cannot transport you at short notice

FCO_Mallory says:
@Ops: try to access the last medical for Lt. Morgan

XO_Masters says:
::Rematerialises out of the buffer into ME::

CTO_Furnael says:
*CO* Aye, ::enters sickbay with phaser drawn::

XO_Masters says:
::quickly stuns everyone::

FCO_Mallory says:
@COM: Seleya : Copy

CSO_Hazzem says:
did he leave on a shuttle?

TO_Vidas says:
::Follows CTO::

CO_Pang says:
<CMO>: CTO:  What happened here?  There was an explosion I think

AOPS_Ref says:
COM: *AT* Seleya out.

OPS_Jean says:
@:: Establishing datalink with Seleya  main computer.... downloading data ::

CTO_Furnael says:
*CO* Sir it's a mess down here it looks like XO Masters levelled everyone with a phaser blast, Effanbee is dead, everyone else appears stunned

CO_Pang says:
*CTO*  I leave you to sort out things ... full report as soon as you can

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: how are you doing with locating Masters’ comm badge signal?

AOPS_Ref says:
CO:I have informed the AT of our current situation sir, as ordered

CSO_Hazzem says:
CE: nothing so far sir

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : have you completed the transport of the remains of the crew back to the Seleya ?

CTO_Furnael says:
*CO* Aye sir

XO_Masters says:
::kills a few power servers and heads for shuttle bay::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Activates a subroutine called "Technology"

CO_Pang says:
AOPS:  Scan the ship for Commander Masters’ biosigns ... just in case

EO_Zaidi says:
@OPS: Aye sir.

CTO_Furnael says:
TO: Take control here, I'm going to start a shipwide search for the XO

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: aye ::scans ship::

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO/OPS: We have all the information we can get from the logs.

TO_Vidas says:
CTO: Aye aye sir

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: Get the computer to look for his bio signature on the ship!

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO/EO : ok then our job here is completed,.. let's get back to he shuttle 

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: yes sir

XO_Masters says:
::arrives in Shuttlebay 2 and begins to power a shuttle::

CTO_Furnael says:
*Security* Begin full security sweep, if you find XO Masters hold and detain him, set phasers to maximum stun, CTO out

CSO_Hazzem says:
::starts bio scan::

OPS_Jean says:
@:: Walking toward the Shuttle ::

FCO_Mallory says:
@::watches as the program runs through all the secure files and password protects them..  copies the file to his PADD::

XO_Masters says:
::opens shuttle bay doors::

TO_Vidas says:
::Begins to help injured in sickbay::

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: Masters’ Biosigns have been detected …

CEO_Bolitho says:
CSO: if you find him beam him immediately into the brig!

EO_Zaidi says:
@::puts tricorder in pocket and leaves shelter, headed for shuttle::

CTO_Furnael says:
Computer: Locate XO Masters

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: yes sir

CO_Pang says:
AOPS: Lock onto Masters and beam him to the brig

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Leaves the shelter with the other two::

Host Cheryl says:
<Computer>  XO Masters is in shuttlebay 4

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: understood.

XO_Masters says:
::flies out and prepares to go to warp::

CSO_Hazzem says:
CEO: I found him, shuttle bay 4

CTO_Furnael says:
*Security* shuttlebay 4 NOW!!!

AOPS_Ref says:
::attempts to transport masters to the brig::

OPS_Jean says:
@COM : AOPS : our investigation on the surface is completed... requesting permission to leave the surface

CO_Pang says:
*CTO* I trust you have a full security guard in the brig!

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Masters flies the coop

CO_Pang says:
AOPS: Tractor that shuttle!

EO_Zaidi says:
@::enters shuttle behind Jean::

CTO_Furnael says:
*CO* Aye captain a complete security detail is stationed in the brig

FCO_Mallory says:
@::enters last and seals the door::

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: aye ::tractors shuttle::

FCO_Mallory says:
@Starting pre-launch sequence

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: permission requested to recall the AT and pursue Masters

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : how did you do with the repairs ? are they completed ?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Tractor catches hold of the shuttle

XO_Masters says:
::fires at tractor beam emitter::

CO_Pang says:
*COM Masters* Return to Seleya ..... we have things to discuss

CO_Pang says:
CEO: Agreed ....

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : please prepare for pre flight sequence

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: we have the shuttle sir.

FCO_Mallory says:
@ALL: Ready?

EO_Zaidi says:
@OPS: Aye sir.  Battery power is at 100%.

CTO_Furnael says:
*Security* Are you set up in SB4?

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: he fired at the tractor emitter

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO: Let's go.

CO_Pang says:
AOPS: Can you get a lock on him?

FCO_Mallory says:
@::boots power to anti-gravity field and hovers the ship off the ground::

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : You did a great job... 

EO_Zaidi says:
@OPS: Thank you, sir.

FCO_Mallory says:
@::activates thrusters::

AOPS_Ref says:
::brings shuttle into SB4::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Seleya : Please acknowledge

CTO_Furnael says:
::Goes to SB4::

TO_Vidas says:
::Arrives at SB4:: CTO: In place sir

CO_Pang says:
::inputs the command codes to override shuttle codes ... the shuttle shields drop and the lock is possible::

AOPS_Ref says:
COM:*AT* we read you.

OPS_Jean says:
@EO : I'm sure you will have a great career in engineering

CTO_Furnael says:
*TO*: I'm on my way to you ensign

CO_Pang says:
AOPS: Beam him now

FCO_Mallory says:
@::pushes impulse to full and pulls up out of the turbulent atmosphere::

CEO_Bolitho says:
CTO: Be prepared to fire on the shuttle and knock it warp power off line ::looks over to the Captain seeking her permission::

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Seleya ; requesting permission to leave the surface 

XO_Masters says:
::transports into buffer, encrypted::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Pang's overrides work

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: aye ::beams him to the brig and erects the forcefields::

EO_Zaidi says:
@::smiles:: OPS: I hope you're right.

CO_Pang says:
COM AT: Granted ... get back here Commander

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : Lieutenant.. get us out of here as soon as we get our clearance...

CSO_Hazzem says:
CO: we have him sir

CTO_Furnael says:
Computer: Have they succeeded in transporting the XO to the brig?

CO_Pang says:
<Computer> Commander Masters is in the brig

OPS_Jean says:
@COM : Seleya : Acknowledged

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Exits the upper atmosphere and heads towards the Seleya::

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: transport a success. we have Masters in the brig.

CSO_Hazzem says:
Security: report to the brig

CTO_Furnael says:
*TO* They have him in the brig, take your detail and report there, CTO out

CEO_Bolitho says:
::walks over to the Captain:: CO<whispers> what the in he%^ just happened?

CO_Pang says:
AOPS: Good

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO : lieutenant the word is given.. push that baby to the limit

FCO_Mallory says:
@::Swings the shuttle around the back of the Seleya and enters the shuttle bay, sets her down nice and gently::

TO_Vidas says:
*CTO* Aye sir on our way

CO_Pang says:
CEO:: shrugs:: Your guess is as good as mine .... he is ill maybe?

EO_Zaidi says:
@FCO/OPS: The ride was a lot smoother this time... I guess my shield modulations worked.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  AT is safely back on Seleya

CTO_Furnael says:
::heads for the brig, wondering what in the world got into the XO::

XO_Masters says:
::takes a memory loss drug::

CEO_Bolitho says:
CO: Permission to change all command structure codes again Sir?

AOPS_Ref says:
CO: AT is safely back sir.

OPS_Jean says:
@FCO/EO : Gentlemen, you both did a great job down there...I'm proud of you both

CO_Pang says:
CEO: Do it

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Seleya Icier Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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